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										Welcome to CoSolutions!
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Trusted by our customers to execute with excellence…leading to extraordinary results







CoSolutions is a highly respected, fast-growing technical services firm providing high quality technology support to our Federal and commercial customers.  Our customer- and business-focused, responsive and innovative support helps our customers cost-effectively realize their mission success.
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										CoSolutions, as member of GDIT team, to provide Navy Enterprise Service Desk (NESD 2.0) support

									

								

																						
									
										CoSolutions is excited to be a part of GDIT’s team to support the consolidation of all Navy Tier 1 IT help desks and transition them to a single managed Service Desk as a Service (SDaaS) model.
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										CoSolutions awarded follow-on recompete subcontract to support Air Force 333d Training Readiness Squadron (TRS)

									

								

																						
									
										CoSolutions is excited to continue our work in providing IT O&M support to the Air Force’s Training Readiness Squadron in Biloxi, MS.

									

								

																						
																										

													

					

																									
																							

				
	
					
						
															
									
										CoSolutions Adds Niche SINs to its GSA MAS IT Schedule

									

								

																						
									
										Through niche domain SINs such as Audio / Visual Services and Educational Support Services, CoSolutions now offers a broader range of services under its GSA’s MAS vehicle.
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										CoSolutions' SBA Joint Venture, 1st Choice Tandem, was awarded a GSA 8(a) STARS III GWAC

									

								

																						
									
										CoSolutions' SBA Joint Venture, 1st Choice Tandem, was awarded a GSA 8(a) STARS III GWAC and received its Notice to Proceed, making the vehicle operational for task order releases and awards. CoSolutions is a long-time, highly experienced STARS program awardee having successfully executed over $100M in awards, both competitive and sole source directed, under the predecessor STARS II GWAC vehicle.

									

								

																						
																			LEARN MORE ABOUT STARS III


																												LEARN MORE ABOUT 1ST CHOICE TANDEM


																	

													

					

																									
																							

				
	
					
						
															
									
										CoSolutions is Vets Proud Yet Again!

									

								

																						
									
										





CoSolutions is proud to announce its award of the distinguished Vets Gold Medallion by the U.S. Department of Labor.  The Vets Medallion award recognizes companies for their “exemplary efforts in recruiting, employing, and retaining our nation’s veterans.”
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Enterprise Service Desk

LEARN MORE





IT Service Management


LEARN MORE





IT Operations Support


LEARN MORE





Cyber Security Support


LEARN MORE





Software / System Engineering


LEARN MORE





Program Management


LEARN MORE








We Love Hiring Our Veterans!

CoSolutions is proud to be a Veteran-friendly company!  Over one-third of our employees are Veterans!  Much of our work lends itself to hiring Veterans who understand the unique aspects of DoD’s mission, operations and work environment.  CoSolutions also values the characteristics Veterans bring to the table:  honor, respect, commitment and pride in what they do.  If you’re a Veteran looking for your next challenge, let’s talk!


CONTACT COSOLUTIONS







Read What Our Clients Are Saying About Us






“[CoSolutions] provided rapid responses to tasks, developing streamlined process improvements to reduce workload redundancy, and ensuring Subject Matter Expertise were available to assist with project planning, cost estimating, and program execution.”


CPARS Assessing Official for exceptionally rated work performed on a mission critical DISA contract


“I appreciate your dedication, your service to your country and Shipmates whether in or out of uniform! Keep up the stupendous and courteous service always!”


From an end user customer to a Help Desk Technician on a Navy Help Desk requirement


“Excellent planning, scheduling and monitoring of the work effort ensured all requirements were satisfied and deliverables were reliably provided to the government. Constant collaboration with the government ensured optimal work effort.”


Chief, Customer Service Branch for a DHS agency on an Enterprise Service Desk contract


“[CoSolutions] has performed above and beyond contract expectation…Project Management has been outstanding! [CoSolutions] works with subcontractor to meet all requirements and coordination of contract or personnel…Each individual assigned to this contract takes pride and ownership for all work completed.”


Air Force customer on a cybersecurity contract requirement


“Thank you to you and your team for the outstanding contributions CoSolutions, Inc. made to our development project…Your team is extremely knowledgeable, easy-to-work-with and they made reaching our goals their top priority. I also appreciate your professionalism and responsiveness when we needed something.”


Commercial customer on a custom software development project


“[CoSolutions] exceeded expectations, proactively and aggressively responding to contract requirements. The team successfully met all complex, dynamic and time sensitive requirements throughout the period of performance. [CoSolutions] workforce exceeded expectations in terms of effectiveness and reliability. The contract personnel were extremely effective and reliable in their support to (the customer) requirements.”


Government Technical POC for a mission critical DoD contract


“Your relentless dedication, drive for perfection and outstanding teamwork is what enabled us to achieve this great accomplishment (and) proved to the entire AF, DISA and USCYBERCOM that we are the best!”


Kudos to the contractor team by a USAF Commander for mission critical cyber support









Latest News






View the most recent news and announcements about CoSolutions


Jason Yang2022-03-29T19:44:40+00:00CoSolutions, as member of GDIT team, to provide Navy Enterprise Service Desk (NESD 2.0) support
Jason Yang2022-03-29T19:44:40+00:00December 16th, 2021|
CoSolutions, as a member of the GDIT team, was awarded an Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) subcontract to support the consolidation of all Navy Tier 1 IT help desks and transition them to a single managed service. CoSolutions will support GDIT’s delivery of a Service Desk as a Service (SDaaS) using a knowledge-based solution, employing artificial intelligence, machine learning, predictive analytics, and natural language processing. Read GDIT’s article about the NESD win.


Jason Yang2021-11-17T03:05:06+00:00CoSolutions is Vets Proud Yet Again! CoSolutions has been VETS Medallioned!
Jason Yang2021-11-17T03:05:06+00:00November 11th, 2021|
CoSolutions is proud to announce its award of the distinguished Vets Gold Medallion by the U.S. Department of Labor.  The Vets Medallion award recognizes companies for their “exemplary efforts in recruiting, employing, and retaining our nation’s veterans.”  The program is the only federal award recognizing exceptional achievement in veteran employment. By meeting the criteria required for a Gold Medallion Award, “CoSolutions has demonstrated both patriotism and recognition of the value veterans bring to the workplace.”  CoSolutions is proud of our cadre of veteran employees and remains committed to our veteran staffing efforts as well as our internal career programs for our veterans and all our employees.


Jason Yang2022-02-24T21:29:19+00:00CoSolutions Adds Niche SINs to its GSA MAS IT Schedule
Jason Yang2022-02-24T21:29:19+00:00October 31st, 2021|
GSA has awarded CoSolutions multiple specialized Special Item Numbers (SINs) for Professional Audio / Visual Services, Educational Support Services, Video/Film Production, and Workforce Analytics and Employee Records Services, as well as GSA’s most popular general IT Professional Services offering. Through these niche domain SINs, CoSolutions looks forward to working with new customers to more broadly engage our services. Learn more.



READ MORE NEWS





Explore the Possibilities! Come Join Our Team!


If you’re looking for your next career challenge set in a fun environment filled with smart, skilled professionals you can learn from and who can learn from you, look no further!  CoSolutions is for you!





VISIT OUR CAREERS SECTION!
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